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Psssst…Knowing these

If you think that you or someone you know is being abused
or someone you know is abusing another, please call
The National Domestic Violence Hotline, open 24/7.
1-800-799-7233 or TTY 1-800-787-3224.
You can also visit their website and live chat with them
7am-2am central time everyday.

If you answer ‘yes’ to even one of
these questions, you may be in an
unhealthy or abusive relationship.
Does your partner:
Insult, demean or embarrass you
with put-downs?
Control what you do, who you
talk to or where you go?
Look at you or act in ways that
scare you?
Push you, slap you, choke you or
hit you?
Stop you from seeing your friends
or family members?
Control the money in the relationship? Take your money or Social
Security check, make you ask
for money or refuse to give you
money?
Make all of the decisions without
your input or consideration
of your needs?
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Tell you that you’re a bad parent
or threaten to take away
your children?
Prevent you from working or
attending school?
Act like the abuse is no big deal,
deny the abuse or tell you it’s
your own fault?
Destroy your property or threaten to kill your pets?
Intimidate you with guns, knives
or other weapons?
Attempt to force you to drop
criminal charges?
Threaten to commit suicide, or
threaten to kill you?

will help you, no matter how “normal” you are.
Andrea “Drea” Kelly was on the brink of suicide when a miracle guided
her instead to the National Domestic Violence Hotline web page. On it
was a list of 17 signs of abuse. Her husband Robert Kelly had done 15
out of those 17 things to Drea. It was the first time Drea realized she
was being abused.
Abuse is about power and control. So while this zine is made to spot
abuse, it more specifically attempts to shine light on something elusive:
how to spot power and control dynamics (the underlying DNA of
abuse, if you will), before they become “obvious.” I put “obvious” in
quotes because for victims and survivors like Drea, they have been
manipulated into the abuser’s world where so called “obvious” signs of
abuse may be rationalized.
So let’s say you are “normal” – you are not a victim of abuse. How will
spotting these signs of abuse help you? Will you even find signs of
power and control in your own life? The answer is yes, you probably
have power and control dynamics happening in your life – whether at
home, at the office, or with friends. Examining your life for these subtle
“harmless” signs is not selfish - If you “weed” these power and control
dynamics, however small or big, out of your own life, you can cause
a ripple effect – by healing your own life of abuse, even it its subtlest
forms, you heal your friends and family, who will heal the community,
who will heal the world.
Whenever you feel “icky” about an interaction, or when a project stalls
at work for no apparent reason, chances are there are power and control
dynamics at play. The following ways to spot abuse has helped me in
every part of my life: work, romance, home, family, etc. Being able to
spot abuse and abusive tactics is like a superpower that helps clear
your life of bad stuff. I hope that this zine gives you that same superpower. These ways of spotting abuse have helped me so much, I hope
they help you as well.
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Way #1

Ask yourself: Is my relationship co-creative or
is it about power and control?
When you are in a co-creative relationship (whether with a domestic
partner, a friend, or a colleague), things tend to go smoothly. You may
occasionally disagree with each other, but you work it out amicably
and the relationship you two are co-creating progresses.
However, let’s say that the creation (the relationship) spirals downward,
or perhaps that work project you two have together devolves. For some
reason, you cannot find an agreement. When this happens, it is worth
checking for power and control dynamics. I was in a bad work situation
and it never occurred to me to look for signs of abuse/power+control,
but once I did I was shocked to see that my bad work partnership was
littered with these signs. She and I were not hitting each other.
We were both reasonable people, so I thought. Surely we were not
locked in an abusive relationship?
It’s a common myth that if in a partnership one person is not hitting
the other, there is no abuse going on. WAY #1 is simply about checking
in and allowing yourself to explore a situation without judgment.
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Way #2

Ask yourself, “Whose world is getting bigger?
Whose world is getting smaller?”
When my friend worked at a student center she says they were all
taught to ask, “Whose world is getting bigger? Whose world is getting
smaller?” You see, when couples came into the center, the workers were
on the lookout for signs of abuse. This simple question cuts to the core
of abusive dynamics.
An “R. Kelly” example: Robert Kelly’s world gets bigger in every
abusive relationship he starts. The girls are literally younger than he is,
so he is the “big man.” He makes them call him Daddy. He is free to
see friends, go to the basketball gym, go to the cigar lounge, fly out to
do concerts. He films his sexual partners without explicit permission,
and he goes out into the world and watches the tapes with his friends
while the young girls are confined in his home or at a hotel room he
books for them or at the studio “bedroom.” They are not allowed to talk
to people when they do go out by his side. They get punished if they so
much as smile at another man. He wants the girl’s obedient presence to
increase his reputation. His world gets bigger.
His many victims follow a similar story to each other: Their world
gets smaller. They are not allowed to see their friends and family. Their
phone usage is strictly monitored. Losing your circle of people = your
world getting smaller. Their physical space gets smaller too. They are
only allowed in certain rooms. They must text Robert Kelly for permission to go to the bathroom. Drea was Robert Kelly’s wife, but was
forced/manipulated to knock on every door in her own house and get
permission before entering. Robert Kelly often locked girls in his tour
bus without food for days if they disobeyed him.
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An “everyday” example: One of my friends “Airi” is in a “normal”
relationship. Her partner “Charles” does not hit her, nor is he a mega
million music mogul. But when she was faced with this question her
world cracked open. Whose world is
getting bigger? Whose world
is getting smaller?
Charles’ world was
getting bigger. Airi’s
world was getting
smaller.
Airi says, “he
cared about so
many things I
didn’t care about,
so we kept doing
things his way
until eventually I lost
myself.”
Airi loved incense, but Charles didn’t
want it in the house. She reasoned that the incense wasn’t a big deal, so
they didn’t have it. They only ate on disposable plates because he felt it
wasn’t efficient to do dishes. They followed a strict vegan diet because
Charles believed strongly in it.
Prior to being with Charles, Airi loved to go
out with friends, or have them over at
the house. But Charles did not enjoy
going out and would find any reason
to stay in. He did not like having
guests over to the house. Asking
herself this question, and hearing
her answer, Airi knew she had to
break up with Charles. Airi did not
have to be in an abusive relationship
to recognize an unhealthy power and
control dynamic and take action. She is
much happier now.
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WAY #3

Remember, you each get one.

Fill out the blank importance scales for yourself and someone with
whom you have a relationship (partner, colleague, family member).
In most cases, there will be obvious differences between the two value
scales. This doesn’t mean you can’t co-create, but if someone else is
trying to impose their own value scale on you, let them know that
you respect their choice to root for the Cubs, but you will always be a
White Sox fan.

The Value Scale We All Agree On is an illusion.
It is subjective. You prioritize your values according to your own
opinions and life experiences. It’s kind of like sports fandom. You
are passionate about your team and own all sorts of memorabilia and
jerseys. To a fan of another team, those collectibles are worthless.
To you, they mean the world.

Remember that you each get to have a value scale. This will
help you stay in a co-creative relationship, rather than a power
and control relationship.

Misunderstandings happen when someone assumes everyone has the
same importance scale as them.
Are you taking on someone else’s values and forgetting your own,
thinking your partner has “the” importance scale? Any “official”
value scale is a myth created by the patriarchy. You have a value scale
that matters to you, and you can let your value scale point you in
the right direction in life.
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It can be easy to forget your own value scale is allowed to be different
from what is presented. For example, at work, someone might say,
“Well obviously, none of us want an ugly confrontation” and you agree
without realizing that it might be on your colleague’s value scale to
avoid confrontation at all cost, whereas you aren’t necessarily against
confrontation, in fact, you believe that confrontation doesn’t have to be
ugly, and instead respectful and cost-effective. A co-creative relationship is like an ongoing playful game where you both have a say in what
the rules are, and you can each adapt the rules of play based on each
other’s current value scales.
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Adapted from the Power and Control Wheels created by
The Domestic Abuse Intervention Project in Duluth, MN

Power and Control Wheel

WAY #4

Ask yourself, does my responsibility match my authority?
Whenever you feel responsibility for something in the relationship, do
you also have corresponding authority?
An “R.Kelly” example: Robert Kelly punishes girls when they talk to
men without his permission, because this is insulting to his manhood.
These girls have responsibility to make sure Robert Kelly feels like a
man, but they have no authority over whether this will happen or not.
A domestic partner example: In a power and control dominated
relationship, a husband might expect his wife to “control the kids” e.g.
making sure they are quiet when he comes home after a long day of
work. The wife now has this responsibility of making sure the kids
stay quiet and behave. But in an abusive relationship, she has all the
responsibility, none of the authority. He might strip her of authority,
demeaning her in front of the kids, telling kids to do things like stay up
late that she explicitly told them not to do. Now the wife is “stuck” –
she is unable to fulfill this responsibility, feels horrible, and is unable to
regain authority without instigating his anger and violence.
A family example: A child might be tasked with “making the family
proud,” redeeming the family name, etc. The child feels an enormous
responsibility but has no authority over this.
A work situation: A boss expects her P.A. to make her life easier.
That is her personal assistant’s responsibility. Yet she gives the P.A. no
access to her accounts, and he is unable to fulfill her requests. She gets
angry at him, not realizing that she did not give him enough authority
to fulfill his responsibility.
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WAY #5

Ask yourself, Are we being real, or are we play-acting
Rescuer, Victim, Abuser?
In co-creative relationships, people are themselves. In power and
control relationships, people play parts, or roles. The roles are: Rescuer,
Victim, and Abuser, and the roles change all the time, according to the
abusive partner.
An office example: A colleague is going through a rough patch and
asks you to cover for them. You agree. But at the end of the work day
they don’t like the way you did the work and they yell at you or they’re
excessively cold or they complain about you to other colleagues.
At first, the colleague is a victim, and you are the rescuer, helping them
through this rough patch at work. The colleague then shows power and
control behavior when they flip roles – now they are the abuser, and you
are the victim.
Alternatively, perhaps at the end of the day, instead of yelling at you,
they act aggrieved that you did sub-par work for them. In this case, they
are still the role of victim, but now they have assigned you the role of
abuser, no longer the rescuer of that morning.
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An R. Kelly example: Robert Kelly often ropes in his victims by being
a victim himself. He was vulnerable with Andrea, sharing with her that
he could not read, and asking her to help him. She was enormously
touched. She is the rescuer, he is the victim. In the course of the marriage though, Robert switches her roles relentlessly – she is the victim,
she is the abuser, he is the victim, he is the abuser, he is the rescuer, and
so forth. With other young girls, he often shares with them privately
early on that he was a victim of abuse. While they are in awe of him,
they also feel like they can help take care of him. The Rescuer-VictimAbuser cycle also keeps them under his control – they feel guilty about
leaving him because of the many times Robert played the victim, not
realizing that they are the ultimate victim of his abuse.
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WAY #6

Turn the Gaze Outward and ask yourself, “What am I afraid
to look at?”
When we are excessively hard on ourselves, oftentimes, we affix “the eye”
on ourselves without looking around us. Imagine an eye on your palm.
Turn it toward you. Self-examination is powerful, but in a power and
control dynamic, it is dangerous to keep the eye trained only on yourself.
Whenever something goes wrong in the relationship, you ask yourself,
“What can I do better? What did I do wrong? Why am I so stupid?”
Sometimes you won’t need to ask yourself that, the abuser will say those
things. “You need to do better. You are stupid.” A brave action is to take
that eye on the palm of your hand… and turn it outward. What are
you afraid of seeing, acknowledging? Be gentle with yourself, and open
to what you might see. You are safer than you think you are.

A work example: After many self-published novels, a young author is
thrilled to get her first book deal. But the editing process is filled with
abuse / power and control dynamics. She doesn’t realize this, keeping
the eye turned inward, scolding herself, “Why can’t you do better? Why
can’t you write better? Why can’t you be faster? What’s wrong with you?
Why can’t you make better decisions?” She is afraid of turning the eye
outward, but when she does, she is surprised to find the truth that she
was afraid to acknowledge: that the publishing world is not as rosy and
enlightened as she thought. Learning this, she is able to complete her
book with her own inner calm, despite the power and control dynamic
others throw at her.
An R. Kelly example: a young woman is amazed that R. Kelly has
taken interest in her singing career. He promises to help develop her.
But when she reminds him of his promise months later he accuses
her of being a golddigger, not trusting him, being entitled, not really
loving him, not being a good enough singer yet. With the eye turned
toward herself, she may be asking herself the same thing, “Why can’t I
work harder? Why can’t I be less selfish? Why can’t I be more talented?
Why can’t I be more trusting?” It can be hard to turn the eye outward
and find, “R. Kelly is not the man I thought he was. I placed my trust in
someone I should not have. I want to give up on this and leave.”
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Other Resources
This zine was originally made for a project by artist
Krista Suh called “For Joycelyn Savage.” This zine
is available for download at forjoycelynsavage.org
where you can also find videos explaining the Power
and Control Wheel.
The LGBTQ version of the power and control wheel
can be found here: https://bit.ly/2PcwQjY

In conclusion, please use these resources and share
them if possible.
Talk about these 6 ways of spotting abuse with your friends. Learn
more about the power and control wheel, make that knowledge your
X-ray vision superpower. In 1984, dozens of battered women were
interviewed and the 8 most common ways they were controlled by their
abusers were documented and compiled into the 8 “slices” of the power
and control wheel “pie.” Let not these women’s hardships go in vain, let
their stories help you and the people around you. Since 1984, the “playbook” of abusers has been available to us all to spot and prevent – let’s
not turn our eye away. This zine is dedicated to you.

With much love.

To report human trafficking, visit The Human
Trafficking Hotline.

Protect yourself in domestic violence situations
with DIY guides on how to enact cyber security.

Provide women in need with cosmetics and
feminine products at Project Beauty Share.
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A moving business Meathead Movers—
employing student athlete movers—works
with local domestic violence shelters to help victims
move safely and quickly, for free.
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www.kristasuh.com

